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GoSeed app for additional productivity
Using SeedStar via the John Deere GoSeed app you can make the most of your equipment out in the field.
Welcome to our latest
newsletter. Thankyou for
your continued support.
April has come and
gone, weather patterns
are changing with
expectations that we
will experience good opening rains in the
very near future. The first quarter of the year
had us reviewing dealership operations and
building strategies to enhance service and
support to our customer base.
We are continually challenged ensuring
that enhanced technology remains at the
fore front of endeavours to bridge the gap
between global suppliers and meeting the
needs and expectations of our customers.
Small things such as internet speed impact
on our ability to gain the best efficiency
from the latest technology. So it is with
great pleasure that I can announce that in
March we were upgraded to a new cloud
based server that will open up so many
new opportunities for staff to deliver faster
service. This is something that business
in rural SA have been contending with for
many years.
Also in March we were pleased to announce
the appointment of Darren Rule to the
newly created position of Group Aftermarket
Manager. Darren has been our Cummins
Branch Manager for the past 2 years during
which time his leadership, analytical skills
and strong focus on business development
has seen him perform to high standards.
This important Senior Manager position will
focus on dealer aftermarket development,
strategy and branch support to further
strengthen the parts and service delivery
and integrated farming solutions we provide
to our valued customers. Darren will work
closely with Senior Group staff and suppliers
to be a pivotal link between the business
and customers through the resources of each
branch.
We look forward to working with Darren
and the benefits this role will bring for
Pringles Crouch and our customers. Darren
will remain in the Cummins Branch Manager
role until a suitable replacement is found.
Thanks for taking time to read this edition
and best of luck with the sowing season.
Craig Walker

pringlescrouch.com.au

Step 1: When you first open the app, you will be notified that GoSeed
does not replace the operator’s manual. Once you are familar with your
manual you can press “Accept” and move forward.
Step 2: Once you’ve pressed “Accept,” you will see a page that says “Help
us help you.” Here, you will be asked to share your data anonymously with
John Deere. If you choose “Yes,” you will anonymously provide information
that helps Deere identify crashes, bugs and other relevant information to
improve and enhance the quality of company products. If you press “No,”
you can opt out of this option.
Step 3: After you have made your decision on sharing analytics, you will
be welcomed to the John Deere GoSeed App and asked to tell the app a
little about your equipment. Pressing “Yes” and opting to do so will bring
up a series of questions. First, you will be asked what your air cart capacity
is. Then, you will be asked for your air drill model. Afterward, you will be
asked for your drill’s working width, and whether you are using a double
shoot or single shoot manifold. The app will also inquire about your drill’s
row spacing before finally asking you to save your equipment data.
Using the App: Once you have provided your information at the beginning of launching the John
Deere GoSeed App, you can begin to take advantage of its other features. The main menu consists of
“Equipment Setup,” “Using SeedStar,” “Start Seeding,” “Change Crop,” “Maintenance,” “Safety,” and
“Notebook.”
The first two options of the main menu will help ensure that you have all of your equipment set up
properly. “Using SeedStar,” in particular, will help you operate SeedStar quickly and efficiently.
“Start Seeding” gives you all of the information you need to begin seeding, from how to position your
closing wheels to how to gauge wheel seeding depth. “Change Crop” will help you prepare for meter
cleanout. Finally, “Maintenance” will give you helpful tips on how to maintain all of your equipment from
the beginning to the end of the season. “Safety” rounds out the menu with insightful tips on how to
follow your machinery’s instructions properly, and “Notebook” gives you a section where you can keep
tabs on your own progress as you work. If you need help, just ask.

ExactApply Nozzle Control available as retrofit
We are pleased to offer new ExactApply™ Nozzle Control Retrofit Kits. These kits
allow you to upgrade R4030, R4038 and R4045 sprayer models with ExactApply
Intelligent Nozzle Control.
ExactApply helps you deliver improved coverage and precision accuracy
for better weed and pest control while helping you manage potential
drift.
Features include 30hz and 15hz pulsing; Auto A/B nozzle switching to
maintain consistent droplent size across a wider speed range; individual
nozzle control and turn compensation enabling consistent rates across
the width of the entire boom when turning.
Talk to your parts department for more information.

Staff Milestones
Congratulations to staff who’ve reached the following. We appreciate your work & dedication.
20 years
NICK MICKAN - technician, Cummins

15 years
LARRY AVERY - technician, Crystal Brook

15 years
CLINT POWELL - precision ag, Kimba
MANDY DU BOIS - administration, Wudinna

5 years
JULIE DAVIS - HR, Pringles Crouch group
ALEC SAWYER - technician, Crystal Brook

Demo Day at Wudinna

A complete air seeding approach
For small-grain producers wanting to seed more hectares per day, John Deere introduces its largest
air cart ever – the new C850. The cart’s 850-bushel carrying capacity is 55 percent greater than
previous models and provides an ideal match between cart capacity and in-field performance
when appropriately paired with John Deere’s 9R Family of Tractors and Air-Drill offering. The
addition of the C850 to the air-seeding family offers outstanding performance, enhanced uptime,
and reduced cost of operation.

John Deere’s Steve Quick ran training sessions for Pringles Crouch
staff prior to customer demonstrations.

The C850 with total capacity of 850 bushels in a 4-bin configuration with integrated tank scales
for accurate loading and product measurement. The C850 has tank splits to suit most applications
from small grains to high rate fertiliser allowing producers to seed a comparable number of
hectares to carts nearly 100 bushels larger without carrying the added weight of unused product
that can result in increased soil compaction and decreased flotation.
The AirPower™ 2 delivery system; standard equipment on the C850; incorporates 2 high
displacement fans with the capability of delivering 500kg per hectare of product on each run.
The new air cart can also be equipped with additional features that include ActiveCal™ and
Section Command. Calibration on the C850 is faster than ever and can be done from a robust
display mounted to the cart and fine-tuned using ActivCalTM that utilises the tanks scales to
ensure correct metering. Section Command offers producers cost-saving, shutting off each primary
outlet individually to ensure complete coverage and minimising overlap.
Five-pivot hydraulic wireless conveyance is capable of delivering 100 bushels (3,524 litres) per
minute to fill all tanks from a single positioning of the cart and truck.

Not only impressive in size, the integrated technology of the C850
bin was a strong talking point during the recent Wudinna demo.

The heavy-duty frame is built for years of use. Lids are flush across the top and when opened, slide
along the contour of the tank to remain out of the way while filling. This prevents the cart’s lids
from blowing closed in the wind or from blocking conveyor access to the tank opening. These are
small details, but are important when making the most of refill time.
Equipped with an integrated camera wiring harness, standard C850 models come from the factory
camera ready. Factory-installed mounts and connections are located at the rear of the cart and
inside each tank for seamless installation. The camera harness is compatible with CabCAM™
and Voyager cameras. Top platform railings on the C850 can be quickly folded down to a height
of 13.5 ft. (4.1 m) with the pull of a pin. The lower platform railings can also be unpinned and
removed when transferring seed from the back of a truck or when loading from a pallet and
loader.

Seeing the unit seeding gave farmers an excellent opportunity to
assess the capabilities of the latest equipment.

The C850 tank is compatible with the 76 ft. (23.2 m) John Deere 1870 Air Hoe Drill; and 50 and
60 ft. (15.2 and 18.2 m) 1890 No-till Air Drills.
See our staff for more information.

Inspecting the new Coolamon spreader, with versatility for use all
year round.

Career Opportunities
Have you thought about a career in the ag sector?
Pringles Crouch offer career paths in administration, parts, machine technican and management. We
have branches across EP and the mid-north of the state and our locations offer a great lifestyle in
close-knit country communities with easy access to good schools and medical facilities. Our focus is
on providing superior farming equipment and innovative solutions and delivering excellent customer
service and support.
For all current vacancies visit our website.

			

Wudinna

Kimba

http://pringlescrouch.com.au/employment

Cleve

Cummins

Crystal Brook

Visting the world of Deere
A group of our customers took the opportunity to travel to Germany earlier this year.
Peter Glover reports on the highlights of the tour.
We traveled from Adelaide to Munich via Dubai, then were met by our guide Gabriel Kovacs, better
known as Smithy, and our bus driver Grunwald. We wandered around downtown Munich for a few
hours in zero degree weather and the odd snow flurry.
Monday was meant to be a free day but Smithy organised a tour of the Dachau concentration camp.
It was freezing again and the experience seemed even more real in those conditions. In the afternoon
we did a guided walking tour of old town Munich then that evening dined at the famous Hofbrauhaus.
Unfortunately we were joined by a few thousand of our closest Manchester United fans, chanting,
cheering and celebrating the 60th anniversary of a plane crash in Munich when most of their then team
was killed. Not quite the German cultural experience we were expecting but most of us can now sing
“Country Roads take me Home to Old Trafford “!

The Hofbrauhaus in Munich

The group from left, Jason Phillips, Steve and Petrea Glover, Jenny and Andrew Polkinghorne, Paul and Julie Davis, Mick and Fiona
Dahlitz, Gabby and Bruce Crouch, Marie and Peter Glover, Smithy our travel guide and Horscht our bus driver.

Tuesday morning we toured BMW World and the 1972 Olympic site, then in the afternoon attended the
Augsburg Ag Fair. Luckily it’s held indoors but was more focused on dairy and pigs. It was also the least
amount of spoken English we encountered .
Hotel breakfast buffets were a highlight of the trip including machines that dispensed little butter pats,
honey in the comb, ranges of breads and pastries but the favourite was the machine you put an orange
complete with skin in the top and fresh orange juice came out the bottom.
Display at Zweibrucken

BMW World and headquarters

Wednesday was mainly a driving day. Our Mercedes (of course ) bus was limited to 100 kmh but most
of the autobahns were 130 kmh limited, though not all drivers realised that! Grunwald demonstrated
that if not legal it is at least permissible to park on a blind corner to ask directions as long as you put
the hazard lights on. We also stopped at a truck stop where it cost 70 Eurocents (about $1.15 ) to go to
the toilet, though you got 50 cents back if you spent it at the shop. Public toilets were rarely free, prices
varied up to about 1 Euro.
That night we stayed in Hornbach and Thursday morning toured the Zweibrucken header factory, where
our Australian headers are now built. The site is split by a busy railway line on one diagonal, and a state
line in another direction. This causes a few problems, on certain days half the factory works and the
other half have a public holiday. The factory tour was good, though for some the harvester simulator
was the highlight. After John Deere provided lunch we drove on to Heidelberg. Smithy organised
another walking tour in sub zero weather and winds. Though beautiful and informative after two hours
we abandoned the tour and found either a warm bar, or a Christmas decoration shop, or in some cases
both.
Friday morning we toured the Mannheim tractor factory. Again John Deere provided a free lunch
though most of us paid enough in the merchandise gift shop. That afternoon we drove into our final
destination, Frankfurt. Saturday was again a free day though Smithy organised another walking tour in
the morning. Not quite as cold, or maybe we were just getting used to it. The tour finished at an open
air market where plenty of food and drink was available.

Entry to the harvester works

pringlescrouch.com.au

Sunday morning everyone left for their next destination accompanied by a guide to make sure we got
to the right train station or airport. It was an interesting and informative trip. Thanks to Pringles Crouch
for organising it with assistance from Simone at Travel Counsellors. The assistance from Smithy and his
company Abercrombie and Kent made the whole trip run very smoothly.

Buy it today. Go seeding
tomorrow!
You know precision seeding can deliver
bigger savings and give you a better seeding
result, especially with proven ConservaPakTM
technology to place your seed, and fertiliser
exactly where you want them. What if you
could buy brand new for not much more than
a good secondhand outfit, giving you new
machine warranty and full dealer back up and
support?
You can!
We have the following stock available for
immediate delivery.

Versatility built into spreaders
The award winning patented Haze Ag Spreader
is now wearing yellow insignia after Coolamon
Spreaders obtained the manufacturing and marketing
rights.
The Haze Ag Spreader was developed on the back
of 40 years of contracting and design experience by
Richard Hazelton, Haze Ag, Cudal, NSW who has
now joined Coolamon as a product specialist.
The spreader, featuring the Haze Ag variable
sized cones with bolt on spinner blades, is now
manufactured under the brand and colours of
Coolamon Spreaders in southern NSW. The
agreement between Haze Ag and Coolamon has resulted in a unit capable of spreading 50 metres,
resulting in a consistent 36 metre coverage of urea and a 15 metre coverage of lime.
Coolamon Spreaders general manager Heath Hutcheon said the machine added to an expanding stable
of field, chaser and mother bins, and seed and super units, with Coolamon Spreaders able to provide
volume manufacturing and marketing to take the Haze Ag machine to the next level.
“It is a machine which can be used nine months of the year. We have five trailing units ranging from
7500 to 14,500 litres, along with truck-mounted spreaders for contractors. The variable sized cones
combined with the spread pattern and width is what puts these spreaders apart from the rest.’’ he said.

John Deere 1910 (one only)
• 430 bushel
• tow-between
• three tanks
• ConservaPakTM precision openers

The Coolamon Spreader is ideal for granulated products such as lime, poultry manure and feedlot
waste. The spinners are polyurethane with rounded backs, creating a negative pressure at the centre
of the disc and pulling the product into the middle before throwing it out. The spinners run a proven
bearing system perfected by Mr Hazleton over 40 years of industry experience.
“Regardless of the product type, there is no need to change the rear spinner assembly to accommodate
it,’’ Mr Hutcheon said. “The variable sized cones are changed in a few seconds to customize the rear of
the machine to suit any product. The one metre wide cleated belt coupled with the open design of the
spinner assembly means manure or lime is not being pushed through small holes potentially creating
blockages.’’
Today, there is a lot more emphasis on spreading accuracy and meeting the challenges of spreading
products like manure.
Ask at your local branch for more information or to arrange a demonstration.

Are you a Qualified Diesel
Mechanic?
We want to hear from you.

John Deere 1870 (one new/ one used)
• Hydraulic precision depth control
• sections
• 40 ft 0n 12” spacings

Have you thought about a career in the ag sector?
If you are a qualified diesel mechanic, car mechanic or auto electrician looking to learn diesel trade skills we want to hear from you.
You will need
• A strong focus on customer service
• To be willing to train and keep your knowledge up to date
• To be able to work independently & as part of a team
• To perform set-up & optimisation of new & used equipment
• To diagnose, repair and re-condition agricultural machinery/
equipment
Competitive wages and conditions apply.
We have current vacancies across our group. To submit your
resume contact us at jobs@pringlescrouch.com.au or visit our
website http://pringlescrouch.com.au/employment

John Deere 1830 Air Hoe Drill
• tine seeder
• 5 section
• 61 ft on 2.5 inch spacing
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Pringles Crouch People
20 years service
Nick Mickan started his apprenticeship with MTA 20 years
ago on February 16th 1998. He had begun his career with
Trigg & Wedd in Cummins few months prior to that with a
hope to become a Diesel Mechanic. When asked what the
main difference between then and now he said “Electrics
and electronics are the main difference. Nuts and bolts
are always the same but the way things are controlled
like computer diagnostics is very different from when I
started.”
Nick still enjoys the challenge of his work and the majority
of his customers. Some mentors and colleagues that have made an impact on him in the past
20 years are Vince Dimet the service manager when he first started, Robert Wedd, Harry
Redding and Kezza. Congratulations Nick from the owners and staff at Pringles Crouch.

A manufacturing milestone
On March 14, 1918 Deere & Company
purchased the Waterloo Gasoline Engine
Company of Waterloo, Iowa.

Diary Dates

Out now!

AUGUST

This purchase began the journey of John
Deere into the production of tractors from
the Waterloo Boy to the latest in modern
tractor technology.

Tuesday 14 to Thurs
16

John Deere Winter Parts
catalogue

John Deere has grown to become the market
leader and 2018 marks 100 years of John
Deere producing tractors in Waterloo.
The first John Deere tractor Waterloo Boy
was in production in 1918 when John Deere
took over the Waterloo Engine Company.
With a list price of $1,050 USD the tractor
was a 7.6L 2 cylinder kerosine powered
engine, with a fuel tank capacity of 75.7
litres and an auxiliary tank of 3.8L.

Eyre Peninsula Field Days
• The latest John Deere
equpmnet
• John Deere technology
in action
• Surplus Store special
promotions
• Celebrating 100 years
of John Deere tractors
and much, much more

Configured as 4x2 2WD with manual chain
& capstan steering, manual brakes and an
open cab with a magneto ignition.
The tractor weighed in at 2804kg.
The height of technology for its day it was a
far cry from the tractors of today.
* specifications sourced from tractordata.com

It’s full of special offers
and information about a
wide range of John Deere
parts and accessories.

Great buying on a range
of equipment such as
3-point-linkage sprayers,
12 volt sprayers, spray
pumps and spreaders.

Mow better.
The 100 Series Ride-on Mowers
are the ideal choice. With
powerful engines ranging from
13 - 16 kW (17 - 22 hp†) and an
array of available attachments,
the John Deere 100 Series range
is both powerful and versatile.
Visit us today to find out more.
Deck sizes from 107 - 122 cm (42 - 48 in.)

pringlescrouch.com.au

D125
only

$3,000

while stocks
last

Quality Used Machinery

John Deere S680, 640D front, 520/85R42
duals, 12”axle, AutoTrac ready. 21932
NO TRADE $484,000

John Deere S690, Midwest Crophaw 42’draper,
duals, 7.9m unload auger, 2630 display. 21955
NO TRADE $440,000

John Deere 9560R, 4WD, 560hp, triples,
HID lighting, 5xSCVs, hi-flow hydraulics. 21884
COMING IN $302,500

Case Patriot 4430, 6000L, 120’ boom, 50cm
spacing, hyd tread adjust, guidance ready. 22039
NO TRADE $341,000

John Deere S680, 640D, duals, Powercast
tailboard, 2630 screen, well maintained. 21945
NO TRADE $418,000

Stoll S8 sprayer, 8000L tank, 36m boom, 60L
granni, air bag suspension, set up for CTF, 22069
NO TRADE $159,500

John Deere 9870, Midwest 40’front, 12” axle
extensions, bullet rotor, GreenStar ready. 21941
NO TRADE $247,500

John Deere 8295R, rear duals, ILS suspension,
PTO, HID lights, UHF, weights, 21774
NO TRADE $148,500

Miller 4365/Macdon Windrow, 36m boom,
2 sets wheels wide & narrow, trailer for front.
21882 NO TRADE $236,500

Pringles Crouch Surplus
Store best buys
John Deere seed openers, To suit 1870
ConservaPak, slightly used, removed from demo
machine. 40 available. $3,899 set
John Deere fertiliser openers, Mud specials
To suit 1870 ConservaPak, slightly used, removed
from demo machine. 40 available. $4,224 set
John Deerepress wheels, (AA73487) o suit
20161870 ConservaPak, slightly used, removed
from demo machine. 56 available. $14,784 set
Air seeder hose, assorted clearance lines,
variety of sizes from $74.00 roll inc gst

John Deere 1820
tine assembly, set 30,
$23,990 inc gst. Will
separate

Firestone 520/85R45 tyres, DT 23 deep tread.
Set 2 SPECIAL (May only) $4,400 inc gst
Primary Sales rubber boots, 3 available,
$32.85 each inc gst
4940 Sprayer fenders, set 4 to suit sprayer
with 420 tyres. $1,870
4500L stainless tank, suitable for mixing,
batching or storage. New unused condition.
$3,990 inc gst

Also available
Wheel weights, various inc RE191206.
Nuts, bolts & various hardware, Come and
browse or contact us for your specific needs
Assorted sweeps, various knife, knock-on
and scarifier points, To suit a range of older
model equipment
Air & Oil filters, to fit cars, 4x4s, tractors
harvesters & trucks
OPEN WEEKDAYS 7am - 4pm
or by appointment
P: 0401 239 154
E surplus@pringlescrouch.com.au
See more items on our EBay store
http://stores.ebay.com.au/Pringles-Crouch
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#DeereSighting
After hours support
During the busy seeding season we have staff on-call to help your seeding progress smoothly.
Whether you need help from the service department for a break-down, or parts in a hurry our
staff will be able to help get up back up and running in the shortest possible time.
On-call periods may vary from branch to branch depending on the season, but your first point of
contact after-hours should always be the numbers below.
Precision Ag Support
1300 127 318

Cummins
Parts 0428 261 790
Service 0498 261 756

Wudinna
Parts 0437 468 619
Service 0437 468 578

Crystal Brook
Parts 0418 810 601
Service 0428 810 326

Kimba
Parts 0448 272 432
Service 0428 272 336

Cleve
Parts 0428 860 053
Service 0428 282 150

The Baines’ spotted on the chairlift at
Rotorua #Postcard2Pringles Crouch

R = Ready.
Ready
Right Now.
From row crops and broad-acre grains, to hay and material
handling, the John Deere lineup of 5R, 6R, 7R, 8R, and 9R
Series Tractors give you more power and options to help
grow your operation. Built with a John Deere PowerTech™
engine, easy-to-operate controls, and the most comfortable
cab around, you get all the power and convenience you need
to work comfortably all day, every day. So if you’re ready to
take your farm to the next level, call or come in today.
These tractors are ready – right now.

RUDALL RD
CLEVE
(08) 8628 2150

When you have an impressive back
drop like the Kimba silos you need an
impressive new seeding tractor upgrade
to the John Deere 9570R. Thanks Zibells!
From left: Danny Nagel, Jimmy Llewelyn,
Brett Zibell, Mark Zibell Kimba, Thomas
Higgins

26 BRANDIS ST
CRYSTAL BROOK
(08) 8636 2257

A0C05KKCA1G00717-00043509

It’s impressive. It’s huge.It’s our new
C850 Air Seeder Cart..

3 UMLAUF ST
CUMMINS
(08) 8676 2105

NEW Croplands Pegasus

26 HIGH ST
KIMBA
(08) 8627 2071

1 BARNS ST
WUDINNA
(08) 8680 2236

Take control of your spraying!
Superbly engineered heavy duty chassis. Self-levelling boom
coupled with a hydraulic accumulator and air-ride axle system
for exceptional boom stability.
This unit has an 8000 litre solution tank, 36 metre boom set
on 50cm spacing #16146
Talk to our sales staff today.
Finance options are available.

$157,500 ex gst
$172,700 inc gst

pringlescrouch.com.au

If you would prefer to have newsletter emailed or if we have your address or details wrong we apologise –
please let us put it right by contacting Megan Phillips on 86282157 or mphillips@pringlescrouch.com.au.
If you wish to opt out of receiving the Client newsletter every quarter please let Megan know.

